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R1009entropic barrier of that model remained
intact. Alternatively, as in the virtual
gate model, the non-cohesive FG Nups
could be acting as an initial entropic
barrier but require a central hydrogel
of Nup98 for effective NPC function.
Hulsmann et al. [1] themselves did
not propose a specific function for
non-cohesive FG domains. In sum, it is
likely that we are still far from a full
understanding of NPC function.
Many questions remain. Firstly, what
is the contribution of the non-cohesive
FG domains? Secondly, will the exact
positioning of the Nup98 repeat domain
within the massive NPC prove as
important as its cohesiveness? There
are hints that this may be the case [1].
Thirdly, if Nup98 is the major
component of the permeability barrier,
would the amount of Nup98 in an NPC
influence its transport properties?
Nup98 is a dynamic nucleoporin [16]
and its level of association with
the NPC can be influenced by
phosphorylation [17]. Nucleoporin
dynamics may thus provide another
level of nuclear transport regulation.
Lastly, Nup98 has an increasing
number of additional cellular roles,
including but not limited to roles in
transcription (reviewed in [18]),
intranuclear bodies [16], cell cycle
regulation [19], and mitotic spindle
assembly [20]. Importantly, the Nup98
gene is also a target of chromosomal
translocations that produce fusion
proteins containing the FG/GLFG
domain of Nup98 and lead to acute
myelogenous leukemia [2]. Clearly,
determining how the multi-taskingNup98 serves — and coordinates — so
many diverse functions will be of
interest for some time to come.References
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Networks Breed DiversityHow do gene regulatory networks evolve? A new study in yeasts shows that
cis- and trans-regulatory changes resulted in a hybrid state of coexisting
ancestral and derived regulatory circuits. This hybrid state then diversified into
a variety of modern networks.Andrea I. Ramos and Scott Barolo*When you come to a fork in the road,
take it.
-Yogi Berra
Imagine you’re in a car, driving down
a highway. How could you convertyour power source from an internal
combustion engine to an electric
motor — traveling at full speed all the
while? This is the puzzle facing those
who study the evolution of gene
regulatory networks. When two related
lineages use different strategies to
solve the same problem, it can bechallenging to retrodict the state of
their common ancestor, keeping in
mind that all intermediate states must
be fully functional (that is, the engine
has to keep running during the
conversion process). In a recent Cell
paper, Sandy Johnson and colleagues
[1] now report that hybrid states,
in which ancestral and derived
regulatory mechanisms coexist, can
sustain functionality while major
transitions in network structure take
place.
Evolutionary diversity derives in
large part from gradual changes to
transcriptional regulatory circuitry [2].
These innovations occur both in cis










Figure 1. Mating-type signaling in hemiasco-
mycete yeasts.
Haploid cells adopt one of two mating types,
a or a (top). a cells produce a pheromone
called a factor and express the receptor for
the a factor pheromone, while a cells
produce a factor and the a factor receptor.
a cells express a-specific genes (asgs) but
repress the expression of a-specific genes
(asgs), while a cells, conversely, repress
asgs and express asgs. In the presence
of the complementary pheromone, haploid
cells form mating structures called shmoos
(middle) and fuse to form diploid a/a cells
(bottom), which can in turn give rise to both
a and a haploids via meiosis.
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R1010of a given gene) and in trans (protein
sequence changes to factors that
regulate the expression of that gene,
or regulatory changes affecting the
expression of those trans-factors) [3,4].
One well-studied example of a genetic
network with divergent structures,
but conserved function, among
related species is the transcriptional
circuit that regulates mating type
in yeast (Figure 1) [5,6]. In most
hemiascomycete yeast species,
haploid cells differentiate into one of
two mating types, a or a, depending
on which allele of the MAT locus is
inherited. In a cells, a-specific genes
(asgs) are expressed, including STE2,
which encodes the receptor for the
a mating pheromone (Figure 1). asgs
are, by definition, not expressed in
a cells or diploid cells.In the human fungal pathogen
Candida albicans, the transcription
factor a2 (encoded by the MATa locus)
is required to activate the expression of
asgs, and analysis of multiple species
suggests that this represents the
ancestral state (Figure 2A). By contrast,
in the baker’s yeast, Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, asgs do not require a2
for their expression in a cells
(Figure 2E)— in fact, the gene encoding
a2 has been lost from the S. cerevisiae
genome [7]. Instead, the a cell-specific
expression of asgs is determined by
repression in a cells, which requires
the a-specific transcriptional repressor
a2, encoded by the MATa locus
(Figure 2E). Despite these fundamental
differences in the asg networks of
Candida and Saccharomyces, the
outcome — the cellular logic of a cell
and a cell specification — has
remained the same [5,6]. How was
the evolutionary transition from an
activation strategy to a repression
strategy accomplished?
In their recent paper, which stands
on the shoulders of previous work by
the same group [5,6], Baker et al. [1]
reconstructed the pathway that led to
the shift from positive to negative
regulation in themating type circuitry of
Saccharomyces. Taking advantage of
the highly manipulable yeast genome,
the authors quantified the repression
potential of different components of the
circuit, and used this measurement as
a functional readout of network
organization in several species from
the Saccharomyces, Kluyveromyces
and Candida groups (Figure 2). Testing
the repression competence of
orthologous cis-regulatory elements
taken from asgs in several species
showed that only elements from the
Kluyveromyces and Saccharomyces
clades were able to integrate negative
input from a2. Sequence comparisons
revealed that minor DNA sequence
changes to a2 binding sites in asgs
allowed them to also accommodate a2
binding — an adaptation made
possible by similarities in the
consensus DNA binding sites of these
two unrelated transcription factors.
Meanwhile, at the trans-regulatory
level, a2 proteins from certain yeast
species in the Kluyveromyces and
Saccharomyces clades were found to
have gained the novel ability to repress
the asgs in a cells, without losing their
ancestral function of repressing
haploid-specific genes in diploid cells.
This novel function was traced, in part,to a newly derived protein domain that
mediates direct protein–protein
interactions with Mcm1, a transcription
factor whose binding sites in asg
regulatory sequences are adjacent to
those of a2 (Figure 2B). Evidence
supports the idea that the cis-changes
to asgs could have occurred first: a2
binding to new sites could have been
stabilized by weak a2-Mcm1
interactions, which were later
strengthened by changes within the a2
protein sequence (see also [8]).
The simplest interpretation of
these findings is that the cis- and
trans-changes leading to repression
of asgs by a2 were acquired in
the common ancestor of the
Kluyveromyces and Saccharomyces
clades, which had previously
diverged from the Candida lineage
(Figure 2B), while the a2 activator
was subsequently lost in the
Saccharomyces lineage. If true, this
means that the Kluyveromyces-
Saccharomyces common ancestor had
a ‘hybrid’ network, in which both a2
activation and a2 repression were
employed to accomplish a cell-specific
expression of asgs. The reason (if there
is one) for why such a hybrid system of
asg regulation formed is not known, but
the result is that this seemingly
redundant network can be pruned in
different ways in different descendant
lineages, producing a variety of
solutions to the same problem. For
example, Kluyveromyces lactis
(Figure 2C) has lost the derived
asg-repressing activity of a2 and
appears to have reverted to the
ancestral, Candida-like state;
Lachancea kluyveri (Figure 2D) has
retained both a2 activation and a2
repression (proving that a hybrid
transcriptional network can work); and
S. cerevisiae (Figure 2E) has lost a2
activation, relying solely on the novel
function of a2 to restrict asg
expression.
Hybrid transitional states had
previously been proposed to explain
the diversification of ribosomal
regulation circuits in yeast [9,10], but
Baker et al. [1] went a step further by
showing that some extant species
have retained the hybrid state,
thus showing that this network
configuration doesn’t necessarily
negatively affect fitness. It is not clear
whether such a seemingly redundant
hybrid network would have been
advantageous in the short term, or
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Figure 2. Hybrid states can enable divergent solutions to the same regulatory problem.
At each position in the diagram, the pair of shmoo shapes shows the mechanism of a-specific
gene (asg) regulation in a cells (left) and a cells (right). The rectangle above each shmoo pair
shows the state of the transcription factors Mcm1, a2, and a2. The ancestral asg regulatory
network, which depends on activation by a2 and Mcm1 in a cells (A), gave rise to a hybrid
network in which a2/Mcm1-mediated activation coexists with a2/Mcm1-mediated repression
(B). This novel adaptation involved both cis- and trans-changes (stars in B). The hybrid state
then resolved in three ways: K. lactis reverted to the ancestral state by losing a2’s derived asg-
repressing function (C); L. kluyveri retained the hybrid configuration (D); and S. cerevisiae lost
the ancestral activation mechanism, relying on the derived function of a2 for properly
restricted expression of asgs (E).
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R1011that happened to open evolutionary
paths to novel network configurations.
Johnson and colleagues [1] speculate
that the acquisition of direct asg
repression by a2 in the ancestor of
Kluyveromyces and Saccharomyces
may have been an adaptive response
to a newly developed regulatory
feature: it may have helped to
reinforce the repression of silent
mating cassettes. The subsequent
divergences from the hybrid state may
represent neutral drift of the network
within ‘state space’ — although, if
the hybrid network was indeed an
adaptive trait, then the regulatory
pressures that led to that adaptation
must also have diverged in these yeast
lineages.
Regardless of whether or not hybrid
circuits such as this are adaptive
features, they may represent a generalmechanism for the evolutionary
rewiring of gene networks. It is
tempting to speculate that a similar
chain of events might, for instance,
be responsible for the diversity of
modern dosage compensation
mechanisms. Dosage compensation,
which is used in higher eukaryotes
to balance the products of sex
chromosomes, is accomplished by
strikingly diverse mechanisms in
different taxa. In Drosophila, for
instance, the male X chromosome
becomes hyperactive, while in
mammals one of the female X
chromosomes is inactivated, and in
C. elegans both X chromosomes of the
hermaphrodite are down-regulated
[11–13]. While these routes to dosage
compensation are very different, the
end result is the same. Could such
diverse, seemingly incompatible,regulatory strategies possibly have
derived from a common ancestral
mechanism? Studies like those from
the Johnson group [1] may provide
a road map for solving similar kinds of
problems in regulatory evolution.
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